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I. General Information

A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Number
D. Course Title
E. Course Outline Preparers
F. Department Chairperson
G. Dean

II. Course Specifics

February 2004
Computer Networking and Information Technology
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Interactive Web Pages - JavaScript and DHTML
Steve Rubin, Pierre Thff-- () ~ <=.J....--l--_
Carmen Lamha ~L.L"-.....J

Wing Tsao ~!lIJ:{JIYO--

A. Hours Lecture - 3, Laboratory - 3
B. Units 3
C. Prerequisite none

Co-requisite none
Advisory CNIT 132

D. Course Justification: This course teaches students who have prior
knowledge of intermediate level HTML and XHTML how to create advanced
level Web pages using JavaScript and Dynamic HTML.

E. Field Trip none
F. Method of Grading Letter Grade
G. Repeatability 0

III. Catalog Description
Creation of original client-side scripts using JavaScript to make Web pages interactive.
Creation ofDynamic HTML elements to make Web pages dynamic, including
properties, methods, event handlers, and structured graphic controls of the Dynamic
Object model.

IV. Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Compose a simple JavaScript script using equality and relational operators.
B. Formulate algorithms using control structures
C. Create modular JavaScript scripts using programmer-defined and global functions
D. Construct arrays to represent data referenced in a JavaScript script.
E. Integrate the use of built-in JavaScript Objects in a script.
F. Construct dynamic Web pages by integrating the Dynamic Object model in a

JavaScript script.
G. Create event handlers that respond to mouse and keyboard events.
H. Integrate filters and DHTML to achieve dynamic effects at transitions.
I. Select the appropriate data binding technology to filter records in table.
J. Create various shapes by using Structured Graphics Control.
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K. Create animations with the Sequencer control.

v. Course Content

A. JavaScript: Introduction to Scripting
1. A simple JavaScript program: Prinitng a Line of text in a Web page
2. Obtaining User Input with prompt dialog: Dynamic Welcome page and

adding Integers
3. Basic memory concepts
4. Arithmetic operators
5. Use relational and equality operators

B. JavaScript: Control Structures
1. Basic problem-solving techniques
2. Algorithms through top-down refinement
3. Pseudocode
4. if Selection structure
5. if .. else decision statements and while repetition statemen
6. Increment and assignment operators
7. for and do . ..while repetition statements
8. multiple selection using the swi tch statement
9. break and continue control statements
10. Logical operators

C. JavaScript: Functions
1. Programs modules in JavaScript
2. Programmer-Defined functions
3. Function Definitions
4. How to pass data between functions
5. Examples: random-number generation and random image generation
6. JavaScript Global Functions
7. Recursion and iteration

D. JavaScript: Arrays
1. The array data structure
2. Arrays in relation to lists and tables
3. Declaring an array, initializing it, and referring to it
4. Passing arrays to functions
5. Searching and sorting an array
6. Multi-dimensional arrays

E. JavaScript: Objects
1. Object-based programming terminology and concepts
2. Encapsulation and data hiding
3. Use the Math, String, Date, and Boolean object
4. Browser's document and window objects
5. Use of Cookies

F. Dynamic HTML: Dynamic Object Model
1. Dynamic HTML Object hierarchy
2. Use of this hierarchy and scripting to create dynamic Web pages
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3. Dynamic styles and positioning
4. navigator Object for browser sniffing

G. Dynamic HTML: Event Model
1. Event handlers and event bundling
2. Event handlers that respond to mouse and keyboard events
3. Event object to respond to user actions
4. Recognition and response to the most popular events

H. Dynamic HTML: Filters and Transitions
1. Filters to achieve special effects
2. Animated visual transitions between Web pages
3. Modify filters dynamically, using DHTML

I. Dynamic HTML: Data Binding with Tabular Data Control
1. Sort and filter data directly on the client
2. Bind a table and other XHTML elements to data source objects
3. Filter data to select records

J. Dynamic HTML: Structured Graphic Controls
1. Use of Structured Graphic Controls to create various shapes
2. Structured Graphic Controls methods for element modifications
3. Event capturing for the Structured Graphic Controls
4. External lists ofmethods imported into the Structured Graphic Controls
5. Scaling, rotating, and translating shapes in the Structured Graphic

Controls
K. Dynamic HTML: Path, Sequencer, and Sprite Controls

1. DirectAnimation ActiveX Path Control to specify animation paths
2. Sequencer Control to control the timing of actions on a Web page
3. Sprite Control to create animated images for a Web page
4. Cross-browser and Cross-platform Considerations

VI. Instructional Methodology
A. Assignments

1. Readings from textbook and online resources
2. Homework assignments that involve basic scripting exercises in

JavaScript, leading to the Creation of Web pages such as: using JavaScript
to react to mouse events, or using DHTML event objects to respond to
user actions

B. Evaluation
1. Web Page homework assignments as described above that measure the

student's ability to understand and use JavaScript and DHTML
2. Written tests that measure the student's ability to understand and use

JavaScript and DHTML
3. A comprehensive final exam that measures the student's ability to

understand and use JavaScript and DHTML

C. Textbooks and other Materials or equivalent
1. Internet & World Wide Web by Deitel, Deitel, and Goldberg latest edition
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2. On-line resources

VII. Title V Classification:

Degree-applicable. Meets all standards ofTitle V. section 55002(a)
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TECHNOLOGY-MEDIATED COURSE PROPOSAL - Course Online Addendum

I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Identifier
D. Course Title
E. Preparer
F. Chair
G. Dean
H. Mode

February, 2004
Computer Networking and Information Technology
CNIT 133
Interactive Web Pages - JavaScript & DHTML
Steve Rubin
Cannen Larnha
Wing Tsao
Online

II. TMI COURSE JUSTIFICATION

A) How is this course particularly suited for online delivery?

This course is especially suited for online delivery because it requires the student to do a variety of online tasks that they
are already familiar with. Students are required to login to the Internet, read content from web pages, upload their
scripts and HTML files to a web server, examine their web pages for accuracy and clarity, send and receive email, post
messages to the class newsgroup, and participate in the class chat room. Students are already familiar with these tasks by
virtue of taking CNIT 131 and 132, through other Internet courses, or through their own experience. Many students who
would take this course have already taken an online course at CCSF or at another college.

Many students have access to the Internet outside of class, and their work or family schedules prevent them from coming
to a regularly scheduled class. An online class will attract this type of student, as well as students who are physically
disabled or are geographically discouraged from attending a face-to-face class.

B) How will this course help meet CollegelDepartment/Program Goals?

CNIT 133 is designed for several different types of students, namely, students who are required to take this course to
complete the new certificate in Web Development, students who wish to take the course for personal or professional
reasons, and web design professionals who wish to sharpen their skills. I believe an online version of this course has the
potential to increase emollrnents in courses included in the new Web Development Certificate. An important goal of the
of the CNIT Department is to offer all of the courses of the new Web Development Certificate as online courses.
Presently the first two of the courses of the Certificate are taught online and the last course is scheduled to be taught
online in the near future.

This online course will help the College to continue strengthening its fine Online program, as well as increasing student
emollrnent. It will also strengthen the CNIT Department's certificate program.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY

A. What methods of delivery will be used to offer this course?

The major method of delivery for this course would be the web site that I have created utilizing the WebCT
environment. In this website, I have created the entire course content, which includes sequential modules of easy-to-read
lecture notes, reading assignments in the textbook, and examples of all relevant topics. The reading assigmnents will
supplement the lecture notes. Homework assignments, with specific due dates, are located at the end of each module. In
addition, students will have access to my City College web site that currently serves as a major resource.



B. Please list all the ways you plan to communicate with your students.

The major method of communication will be email. Students will create a web page(s) for nearly all of the homework
assignments and then send me an email seeking my feedback and evaluation. Students will be encouraged to send me an
email regarding problems that they are having with WebCT, the course content material, and the homework assignments.
I will be replying to them through email. I have a few student assistants who will help in answering some of the email.
In addition, there will be a class discussion board, where I will post answers to many of the questions that students ask of
me in their emails. Students will also use the discussion board to post after completion reports of their homework
assignments. I will comment and make suggestions here. I will also be utilizing a chat room that I will enter once per
month, at a specified time. Students will be encouraged to enter the chat room for discussions about relevant course
topics.

C. How many hours per week are expected to use the specified technology?

I estimate that the student would need to spend an average of 8 hours online, per week. This includes 4 hours
completing a homework assignment, 2 hours to read through the course content module information, and 2 hours for
email and the discussion board.

D. How the instructor and student contact will be maintained, including frequency of contact.

As previously discussed, I will be maintaining student contact through email, the class discussion board, and the class
chat room. The frequency of contact is approximately 3 times per student per week.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments

1. Readings from textbook and online resources
2. Homework assignments that involve Creation of Web pages:

a. using Javascripts that react to mouse events
b. using Javascripts that process form data
c. using Javascripts that dynamically change styles
d. using Javascripts that read, and modify cookies
e. using DHTML event handlers that respond to mouse and keyboard events
f. using DHTML event objects to respond to user actions
g. using DHTML filters to achieve special effects and visual transitions
h. using DHTML ActiveX controls to add animation

B. Evaluations

1. Web Page homework assignments as described above that measure the student's
ability to understand and use JavaScript and DHTML.

2. Comprehensive in-class written tests and final exam that measure the student's
ability to understand and use JavaScript and DHTML.

C. Evaluation (test and exam) Protocols

1. Tests and final exam to be done online or in a classroom.

D. Textbooks and Instructional Materials
1. An appropriate textbook, such as:

Internet & World Wide Web by Deitel, Deitel, and Goldberg 3rd edition
2. Online resources


